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Motivation

• A pseudospectral method based on a fast Fourier transform (FFT) is 
widely used to solve partial differential equations. But this method is 
implemented only in Cartesian coordinates.

• Pseudospectral methods intended for spherical coordinates can be 
based on the spherical Bessel transform (SBT). But all the known 
algorithms for the SBT are inferior to the FFT in some aspects.

• Our goal was to create an algorithm for the spherical Bessel 
transform, which would have all the advantages of FFT.



Known algorithms

FFT Convolution integral SFB expansion on 
trigonometric funcs

Gauss-Bessel 
quadrature 

SBF via Legendre
polynomials

fast (N log2N ops.) + + - +
orthogonal + - + -
uniform grid --- + - +
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Factorization of transformation

Spherical Bessel transformation (SBT):

Here ,  where jl(x) is a spherical Bessel function of l-th order (SBF)

2) Fourier-to Bessel transformation (FtB):

1) Fourier transformation:

We can split the SBT into two successive steps:



Discretization

Radial grid:

Fourier transformation:

Momentum grid:

Transformation matrix:



Fourier-to-Bessel transformation matrix

Integral kernel:

Discrete FtB:

Lower-triangle matrix:

Transformation matrix: 

Discrete “derivative” of  DLOP:



Discrete Legendre orthogonal polynomials (DLOP)

Orthogonality condition:

DLOP asymptotic form:

DDLOP satisfies condition

DDLOP asymptotic form

where p(i) is any polynomial of the degree ,   and weight



Accuracy

Error of present SBT method has the order or



Fast algorithm

By using of expansion

we can write FtB as

Recurrence relation

Number of operations for FtB is lN +  Number operation for FFT is N log2 N



Discrete Variable Representation (DVR)
Function in DVR in spherical coordinates:

Angular grid: ‒  nodes and weights of Gauss-Legendre quadrature

Transformation from DVR to spherical wave expansion:

SBT matrix:

Angular transformation matrix:

Transformation from DVR to plane wave expansion:

where



Pseudospectral method for TDSE

Hamiltonian:

Hamiltonian matrix in DVR:



Tests and examples
Oscillator in external field H2

+ in external field

Electronic density as a function of (x,z)



Conclusion

• We developed the algorithm for the orthogonal fast discrete spherical 
Bessel transform on a uniform grid. 

• Our approach is based upon the spherical Bessel transform 
factorization into the two subsequent orthogonal transforms, namely 
the fast Fourier transform and the orthogonal transform founded on 
the derivatives of the discrete Legendre orthogonal polynomials. 

• The algorithm have applied for the numerical solution of the three-
dimensional time-dependent Schrödinger equation.



See more details in the article:
Serov V. V. Orthogonal fast spherical Bessel transform on uniform grid 
Computer Physics Communications 216 (2017) 63–76.

Thank you for attention!
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